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An Ultrasound Portrait
of the Embryonic Universe
by A n dr e w E, Lange

What would

L~ft:

w~ s~e

if

we (ou ld look beyond the
visible heavens?
Right: Th e Hubble Deep
Field (overs a one·
arcminute speck of skyabo ut the size of a dime
se~n

'ro m 15

'~e t

away, or

1/10th th e diameu r of the
full moon-ntar the
handl e of the Big Dipper,
Th is region was specifically
chos~n

to

~. dud~

bright

stars, nearby ga laxies and
ga laxy dusters, and bright
radio sour(u that might
obst ure the view of dim·
me r, more distan t objeds,
Th~

dimm es t galaxies here
are nearly four billion
times fainter than the
human eye (an

se~ ,

I've been working wirh relescopes carried aloft
by balloons since I was a g raduate studem, We'd
launch chern from Palestine, Texas , and my job
was to dri ve like a bat Oll[ of hell all nig ht long
to Tuscaloosa, Alabama, to sec up rhe downrange
srarion, Then , when che balloon lost mdio coman
with Texas, I could receive rhe data in Alabama,
And, as will nor surprise my wife, I was frequeml y
scoPlx·d for spel1:ling--once in Louisiana, which is
something you never, ever want to have happen to
you. The sheriff, who looked a lot like Jackie
Gleason, was actually weMing pe~I r!. h~mdled
revolvers, He too k mt· to the sheriff's stlltion.
and I was rambling on and on about how wt'
were crying co cake pinures of [he earl y universe,
He didn 't say a word for (Iui n.· a whil e. Then he
looked me in the eye and sllid, "Now whadya wam
co do a thing like that for ?" \'{fell, I chink tim
pan of being human is a fu ndllmenral desire co
look beyond rhe limi t of ou r vision, be<:lluse anoth·
{'r very human instincr tells us [hac if we do (and
th is applies to the microscopic scale a~ wel l),
we're },;oing to find something wonderful. And
the project I'm },;oing to tell you about, called
BOOMERANG , for Balloon O bservations Of
Millimetric Exrragalanic Rad iation ANd Geophysics, has done JUSt thar.
T he artisr who made rhe woodcut at left had
the same idea- i f we could somehow look beyond
the stars, there would be some wonderful , mag ical
world "outside," The most powerful C<luivalcm of
our eyes these days is the H ubble Space Tel~scope ,
which is sensiri ... e to the same waveleng rhs we see,
At riglu is a piece of the so·called Hubble Deep
Fidd. in which rhe H ubble stared at a riny corner
of rll(: sky for 10 days straig ht in order to see as far
as it could possibl}' see, Of all the objects in [his
image, only nvo are scars-the rest are g:llaxies.
But our artist would have been deeply disllp,
IXli nred by rhis picture, because if you look
between the galaxies, it's just dark, T here's
no g lowing. otherworldly "beyond" Out there.
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In fact, the woodcut is preny accurate-there
[ 'II have
to take you on a brief and rarher Caltech·cemric
tOur of modern cosmology. (T hat's nor hard to do,
beclluse Gltech has played a remarkably imporram role,) ['II talk llbom three seminal observations. T he fiTS[ was made by Edwin H ubble
at the t.k Wilson Observatory, which overlooks
Pasadena, in 1929, Seveml people, narably Vesco
Melvin Slipher, had not iced that the galaxies outside our immediate neig hborhood are moving
away from us ac various speeds, bur H ubble
plon ed their velocities as 1\ func t ion of thcir
d istance from us. He found that the f:mher
Hway rhey are, the FJster they afe re<eding,
so he concluded rhat the universe is exp.1nding.
Furthermore. we're not ar the cemer of the
e)(pansion-there is no "cemer." The universe is
expanding in all directions from every poine, It's
much like sitting on one raisin in a raisin bread as
it b.'lkes-no matter which misin you choose, rhe
others are moving away from you. H is actual dam

is a beyond, and in order to lead yo u to it,

00

Hubble's data, as pub1i shed in the Proceedings of the
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Wilson Observatory, and
Hubble on the catwalk of

the obseroatory's lOO. inch
Hooker te lenope. at the
time the world's largest,
which Hubble used to
muslin galactic distances.
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is shown above, and in cosmology, the way the
points fit that straight line is considNl~ perfect.
You rarely get such a good correhJ(ion. The slope
of that line is now ca!led che Hubble constant, and
it tells us the rate at which the universe is ex.panding. (The numerical value H ubble derived was off
by abour a facror of 10 , bur, being cosmology, rhar
was O K too.)
Before moving on ro rhe next discovery, I
have ro tell you another thing about cosmology:
!lawre is consistendy more interesting than we can
imagine. When Albert Einstein was working OUt
his field-theory ('(Iuations fo r Seneral relativity 12
years before Hubble's discovery, they refused ro
ag ree with what Einstei n 's common sense told
him-namely, that the universe had been around
forever in pretty much the Slime fo rm that it is
today, He fixlx! that by sticking in II little thing
called the cosmol08ical constant, or Einstein 's
constant, such chat when he plorted the separation
between any twO galaxies as a function of rime, he
gOt a horizontal line. But H ubble showed
Einstein (har his common sense was wrong.
Einstein visited Caltech and met Hubble in 193 1,
and the campus was abuzz abom whether Einstein
would disavow his cosmological consrant. He
stayed mum while he was here, b ut he laeer called
il the "greatest blunder of my life." More about
thll[ later; it's come back [0 haunt us in rhe last
couple of years.
If the universe is expanding , it follows that it
must hllve been smaller in the past, and [hat if you
play the movie backward all the way [0 the beginning, it all collapses down to nothing. And now,
if you run the movie forward again, you h:lve the
so-called BiS Ban8- the birth of the uni verse.
So people speculated dun the universe was much
hotter when rhe matter was all crammed rogether,
because if yOll let a gas expand, it cools. Our
second major discovery was made at Caltl"Ch III
(he 19505, when the late Nobel laureare W illie
Fow ler (Ph D '36) and others m(-asurecl what
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MLlsic ..l cI'I ..irs in the urly L1niverse. The vertic ..1 ... is shows
how many nLldei there are of the other light elements for
eve!")' nLldeLls of hydrogen. Th e lin es show how th ese

~Ia

tive .. bLlndances evolve over time. Before th e graph begins,
the~'s

;as

a seet hing fog of naked protons

(~d),

which dOLlble

hydrogen nud ei; neLltrons (blue); and electrons (not

shown). The protons and neutrons promptly begin sticking
to one anothu to make huY;er nLlcle; such as deuterium,
which has one of each. (Adapud from The Early Universe.
by Edward Kolb and Michael Turne r.)

For the next 300,000 years or so, the light and the residual matter wfre

flinging one another around like proressional wresders.
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atomic nuclei do in a very hot, dense environment.
I won't go into detail, but at the very high
temperarures and densities presem in the early
universe, promns and neutrons playa strange
game of musical chairs from which come the light
elemenrs-hydrogen. deuterium, tritium, helium3, helium, and tiny amounts of lithium and beryllium . (The heavier srufT gets made later, in stars
and supernovas.) Each elemenr (-ml'rges in a fixed
proportion to th(- others-for example, about one
helium atOm fo r every 16 hydrogen aroms-and
rhese rarios agree with what we see throughou t
the universe. That's a key reason why we believe
in the Big Bang.
The third discovery was made in 1964 and
involv«l a Caltech graduate, but it was nor made
at Cahech. If was made in Holmdel, New Jersey,
which had nor previously been known as a great
astronomical site, at a big radio dish owmxl by
Bell Labs. Nobel laureates Arno Peozi3s and
Robert Wilson (PhD '62) were working on dle
Tclstar project, which was the first full-fledged
communications satellite, and they found that
wherever they looked, the sky was aglow with
microwaves. This is now called the cosmic microwave background , or CMB, and it's the fossilizl'(l
primcval fireball. These microwaves are litl'rally
the heat left over from the Big Bang. The total
amount of energy em itted by all the Stars thar
have ever burned in the whole history of rhe
universe is tiny in comparison [Q rhe energy
in theCMB.
\'<'e'lle JUSl CQllcreJ nearly a hunJreJ years or
cosmology, so it's okay if you fccl a li[[le dizzy.
Now let me give you the abridged history of the
universe, as told by physicists, that those thrt:(;
obscrvations have k-d us to. Wle don't know
exactly what happened in the first moments after
the Big Bang, but at a time of one second, the
observable universe was swffed full of panicles
and antiparticles, and irs radius was one tenbillionth of what it is today. It was a few lightyears in diameter, or about the distance from our
solar system to Proxima Centauri, the nearest star.
As the universe expanded and cooled, most of rhat
maner and amim(lner annihilated each other,
turning into energy. One minUTe after the Big
Bang, pretty much everything was gone and all
thar was left was light. Very biblical. But for
every billioll antiprotons, there were TOughly a
billion and one protons, and we should tx· Vl'ry,
very thankful for th:u slight imbalance-otherwise
we wouldn't be here. So for every proton in our
bodies, there are a bil lion photons of light still
echoing around the universe, as Penzias and
Wi lson discovere<l. And in the first few minutes
after the Big Bang, those billion-and-first protons
became Fowler's atomic nuclei.
For the next 300,000 years or so, the light
and the residual maner were flinging one another
around like professional wrestlers. The maner was
an ionized pla.~ma, like a rund le flame, so the ions'
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People seem [0 be fix:llccl on breakfast metaphors-when that beautiful,
elliptiCl1 COBE map was first published, at leaH one newspaper proclaimed,
"Cosmologists discovrr early univerSl' shaped like an egg."
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Fuquency {gigahertz)

The eMB as measuRed by
the Cosm ic Background

Explorer's Far Inf,;lud
Ab solute Spectrometer.

Th e data points are many
timn larger than th t

actual expl'rimental error.
(Adapted from The
Inflationary Uni"l'tNe, by

Alan Gutll.)
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electrical charges cou ld grip the: photons by their
dectromagnttic fields, and vice versa. That 's why
a candle flame is opaque-any light trying to pass
thro ugh it gets scattered. But as the hm, foggy
plasma of loose nuclei and electrons cominucd ro
exp..1nd and cool, it suddenly (on rhe cosmic time
scale, that is) condensed into elecrrically neuual,
crystal-clear atoms of mosrly hydrogen and heli·
um gas. T he light finally escaped, and in the 15
billion years or so since, it hasn't interaneJ wi th
anything. So when it h its our telescopes, we have
a clear view back to rlm t moment in cosm ic
hisrory when du· universe turned
transparent. By analogy to a
human liretime, this is about
six hours afrer conception-before the zygote
has divided for the first
time. BOOJ\·t ERANG
liter:llly looks at the
embryon ic universe,
whereas the H ubble
Span: Telescope
typica lly looks back
to the earl y adolescent
universe-a time which , liS
those of you who have teenagers
know, is much more complicated.
T he Big Bang scenario predicts thar rhe
cooling universe should radiare a special distribution of colors nlled a b lack-body spenrum, which
is rhe same kind of glow a spectrometer would
measure from a red -hot stove. Above left is one
of the most beautiful measurements ever made
in ph ysics-the brightness of the CMB across four
orders of magnitude. T he line is the theoretical
b lack-body curve, whic11 Max Planck derived in
1900, :md the boxes are the darH. T he tWO march
exactly. T ht" rempCmtllfe at which the embryoni,·
uni verse teetered on the brink of transparency was
2,70U kt'lvins (K) or so~ about half d1e surface
temperature of rhe sun. The entire observable
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universe [hat we see today was ro ughly a thousand
rimes smaller back rhen-abour 30 million lightyears across, or some 15 rimes the distance TO
Andromeda, rhe nearest galaxy. As the universe
grew a thousandfold, the radiation's wavelength,
which is proportional to its temperature, gOt
strNched accordi ngly, and the C MB l'ooled to
rhe chilly 2.7 K that we see today.
Any S[fuc ru res we see in the e MB would reflect
rhe plasma·s final state, :iIld the honer, dense r
regions would be the "seeds" from which galaxies
eventUally coalesced.
Many people
(ried
furi-

Vari ations in

th~

eMB were fir1;t detected by (OBE's DMR

(Differential Mkrowave Rad iomete rs), which operated for
four years. This map of the eMB over the entire sky shows
what's left once the effects of our own galaxy's motion,
inter1;te llar dust. and ot her co nfounding factors have bun
subtracted. But although the DMR was very se nsi tive to
temperature variations, its angular resolution was so broa d
that there are only 6,144 pixels in the entire map.
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The universe gets bigger
with time in both the
su nd .. rd .. nd tht inn .. tion_
.. ry model, and the two
coincide when inflation
ceasu. Tht numbers .. long
th e <>lies .. u not to be
taken ..s gos pel: their eun
y.. lu es depend on the
deuils of the Grand
Unifi ed Theory to which
you subscribt. (Adapted
from The Inf/Miana')'
Universe. )
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ously to map it, but success eluded them until the
Cosmic Background Explorer, or COB E, satellite
in 1992. The reason thar it took so long is that
there's really not much to see-the difference
between the coldest and hottest points is only
abour ooe ten-thousandth of a kelvin. In other
words, the fireball was exactly the same temperature to within 30 parts per million over the entiTe
sky. But one end of the universe can'r phone the
other end to find out what it's wt'aring, bec~luse
accordin,g to Einstein there's no way to send information faster than the speed of light. And the
radiation from each end h:lS traveled since the
beginning of [ i me and is just !lOW reaching us,
so it couldn't possibly have arrived at the other
end al ready. So how do both ends kno w to be at
the same tempenHure? T his may not bother you,
bur it's the kind of thin,g that cosmologists lose
s[/.'cp ov/.'r.
This and other problems have led to an amazing
modificat ion to the Big Bang model that solves
cverything in deus ex machina fash ion. So[vi ng so
many problems with one idea is great, but the idea
is so f,'lntastic (in the sense of oudandish) that if
you don' t believe it, I don't bl am~ you. Above is a
plot of the universe's radius as a func tion of its a,ge.
T his so-called log-log plot extends over 40 o rd~rs
of magnitUde on the horizonral axis and 100 on
the vertical axis and is rhe kind of plot physicists
10Vf~, because ifyou're right to wi thill a f.'lcror of
a thousand, you look great. In th~ standard Big
Bang theory. p lotted in blue. dIe universe gets
bigger at a constant rate. In the modified theory
(red), t he universe !;feW placid ly for the first 10'.\0
seconds or so, and then it did something extraordi-
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nary-it suddenly exploded in a violent expansion,
which cosmologists in their understated way call
··inOation." It grew from perhaps a ten-billionth
of the size of a proton to abom the size of a gmpefruit at much faste r than the speed of light, and
then resumed its nice, gradual expansion, ('" Hold
011 just a minute! Nothing can go filStcr than
light!" you exclaim. Well, if you read the fine
print in Einstein's {'(Iuations, they say that no
individual objects in the universe-includin,g
photons---can move faste r than light in relation
to OIlC another. They don't say that the un ivcrsc
as a whole can't cxpand F.ISter than light, caking
all the objects withi n it with it.) So the microwave background can be the same temperature
everywhere because, before the universe inflated,
all its parts W('re in very close conract and would
naturally equilibrate to the same temperature.
Th is has some really interesting implications.
Galaxies today form cl usters and superclusterscomplex disrribu tions of matter on the scale of
m ill ions and even billions of light-years. These
could havc origi nated as quantum flucnmtions
in the universe's density, wh ich the infl ationary
process sfr(,tched large on the sky. T his fantastic
notion is \'ery attract ive to physicists, because it
connects the largest and smallest scales, bm it
remains to bt: borne out. Furthermore, one can
speculate that if our tntite observable universe
sprang from one bit of preinilarionary primordial
soup, it srands to reason that there could be lots
of other bits. So there mi!;llt be Oth~ r inflationary
huhh l e~ rha t

Il-ci rn mllf' r

IIniv"'St"~ Olltsirlp ollr

own. But thar's perhaps besr left (for now!) to
[he $Cienct-fiction wri ters .
Inflation is not an intui tively comfortllble
process, and any theory thar's so imporrant that
the basic observations of cosmology cannot be
undtorstood widlour it nee<ls to be rested. Innarion makes only one really solid, testable predic.
[ion, wh ich is thar the universe is nae Imagine
standi ng on the surface of a sphere whose radius
suddenly increascs by, oh, 27 orders of magnitude-a billion billion billion. You may have
been able to see rhat the sphere wa.~ curving underneath YOll beforehand, but afterward it 's goin,g to
look real darn flat. You're insmnriy standin!; in
[he midd le of Kansas. So wharever the initial
geometry of the universe was, the inflationary
epoch strerched it flat.
[ don't mt."lln thaI the universe is pancakeshaped, which was the headline in several newspapers when we publ ished BOOMERANG's results.
Peopl/.' seem ro be fixated on breakfasr metaphors-when that beautiful, elli pt ical CO BE map
was first published, at [east one newspaper proclaimed, "Cosmologists discover (:arl y universe
shapc:d [ike an egg." HNc's what "flat" really
means: Back in high school you learned that the
internal angles of a rrian,g[e add up to 180 degrecs.
But this is only truc on a Oat surface-if you d raw
the same rrian!;[e on the surface of a sphere, you

"

Vincent van Gogh's St;!rry

Phys icists lov e the early univnse. !r 's unclutt ered and easy w work with.
lat!.'r on, wh('n

aWfl}S

form. suddenly

Wt'

gce nonlin ear ph)'sio, c hemi str y,

Night

a$

it wou ld appur

to COBE (top) and
BOOMERANG (bottom), if

biology, cconomi cs. " it all gol.'s

!O

hI.' li in a hurry.

the yellow star to the
right of th e tall cypress
had a one-degree halo,

Oepending on the surface
on which you draw it, the
three angles of a triangle
tan add up to more or less
than 180 degrees,
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will get a number greater than 180 degrees whose
exact value depends on the triangle's area. And if
you draw it on a funny, saddle-shaped sun.'\ce
called a hyperbolic surface, you'll get less than 180
degrees. Furrhermore, on a Oat surface, twO parallellines (or rays of light) never meet. That's what
parallel means. Bur on a sphere, if you send twO
parallel rays oflight due north from different
points on the <"quamr, they'll cross each other
at the North Pole. Similarly, pamllel lines on
a hyperbolic surface diverge. The equi valent is
also true in three dimensions, and because Einstein
showed that matter bends space, only if the
amount of matter in the universe is just right will
parallel light rays stay "paralleL" If there is more
or less matter than that magic amount, the mys
will either converge or diverge, Cosmologists refer
ro the average density of matter in the universt' as
"omega." If omega is greater than one, the uniV{'rse is closed, like rhe surface of a sphere, and if I
sec off in any direnion in a straight line, I'll eventually end up back where I stanoo. If omega is
It'ss than one, the universe is open and infinite,
likl.' the hyperbolic surface. If omega is exactly
one, we havt' a flat universe tlmt is also infinite.
So in order to measure rhe universe's geomeu y
and calculate its total cargo of matter, while at the
same dme testing the inn~ltionary model, all we
have to do is measure thl.' sum of the angles of a
triangle. That sounds preny sim ple, but the triangle has to be really big, If we look as fa r back as
we can, all the way to the embryonic universe, and
hope that someone way Out there is holding up a
meter stick, we've made a triangle with two legs
that are each [5 billion light-years long. And we
don't actually have to measure all thr{'f: angles,
because if we know the length of twO legs and the
angle between them, wI.' can calculate the rest,
using the laws of sines and cosines, If the numbers
don't add up, it shows that the universe isn't flat.
There is no meter stick out there, bur there is
a physical process we can exploi t to measure the
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angle between rhe legs. The dense plasma of the
embryonic universe was trying to collapse on itself
due to its incredibly intense gravitation, but the
('(Iually intense radiation pressure from all the
photons kept it propped up. The slighrly denser
regions caused by thosl.' fluctuations I menrionoo
earlier- the ones that got writ large on the sky
during inflation- would have bet>n collapsing
slightly faster, churning up sound waves that
propaga[("(\ through the embryonic universe.
These ate exactly analogous to the ripples that are
seen on the surface of the sun (in faC t , the early
universe would have looked very much like rhe
sun), except that we'rl.' seeing them from within .
(The discovery of the solar ripples and subse<luenr
deduCtion that rhe sun's interior is rt'sonating like
an organ pilX' has spawned an emire field called
helioseismology, but that's another Caltech-(-enrric
story.)
Theorists, including C1.lrech's Marc Kamionkowski , professor of theoret ical physics and astrophysics, have calculated the average size the
ripples should have for universes wid! varying
amounts of curvatu re. Physicists love rhe early
uni verse. Ic's uncluttered and easy co work with,
later on, when atoms form, suddenly we ger nonlinear physics, chemistry, biology, economics . . ,
it all goes m hell in a hurry. Physicists don't even
want to try calculating that sruff, but rhe infant
universe is good. Ie turns out thac if the universe
is Oat, the characceristic diameter of rhe fluctuations is about one degrc"'C, or roughly rwice the
diamecer of rhe full moon, Unforrunatcly, COBE
couldn't see that sharpl y. Its angular resolucionthe smallest shape it could make out-was seven
degrees in diamerer, or 14 moons' worth. So
BOOMERANG was designed to Spot things
one-third che size of the full moon. Vincent
van Gogh's S/tlN)' Nigb/ ~I lso has structures of a
chanlcceristic angular scale, so to give yOll a better
idea of what this alJ means, I\'e reproduced the
painting as CO I3 E and BOOMERANG would

Eath bolomettr spiderweb (bottom), show n senn tim n its
adual size, is a deli(ate tratery floati ng ovu a cavity from
whith t he siliton has bee n eate n away, Th e bolometers are
mounted in BOOMERANG's focal _plane assembly (below).
Th e assembly, seen here wi t h Silvia Masi of the University of
Rom e, is made large ly of copper for best heat diss ipat ion,
The sphere is the helium-) rese rvoir, The assembly, in turn,
goes into th e bottom of th e liquid_nitroge n dewar (ri ght),
which on e mi ght think was worshipped as a cult objed,
The devote u a re, clockwise, Ca lt ech postdoc Barth
Netterfield (seated, wearing black sweate.), now at the
University of Toronto; Francesco Pian ntini of the Uni versity
of Rom e; an anonymous pair of legs; Ca ltech grad stud ent
Brendan Crill; John Ruhl, a profes$Or at UC Santa Barbara;
and Armando lacoangeli, of th e Universi ty of Rom e,

set'i e We can't see the
brush strokes yer, bur
the swi rls are clearly
visible.
BOOME RANG 's
detecror uses a fantastic new ted nology devciolx'(l
by J amie Bock and his group up at the Jet Propulsion Laboracory, or JPL, which Cal tech runs for
NASA, You can tell whether rhe sun is shin ing
when you're blindfolded by feeling rhe hear on
your f.1.ce, and the dertttor wo rks the same way.
Cal!e<1 a bolome[(~r, it's a bulton-sized , freestanding spider web micromachined on a si licon wafer,
The web's mesh is larger than the wavdengths of
cosmic rays and Other things we aren't inu,rested
in, so they Oy right through , but it's s maller than
the millimeter-sized microwaves from the Big
Bang, T hey get absorbed by the web as if it
were a solid surface, and a tiny thermometer
in the middle of the web measures how much
it heats up with a precision of better than a
millionth ofa kelvin,
BOOME RANG wou ld nOt have been possible
without the very close contact that ex isrs between
Caltech andJ PL Nor would it have been possible
wi thout the vision of J PL's D ire<:tor of Space and
Earth Science Programs, Charles Elachi (MS '69,
PhD '71), When Jamie and I wandered down
from Berkeley some y(>,.ITS ago and said, "H i!
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You don't know us,
but we'd kind of like
soml' mon~y and lab
spac~ to build this idea
we have," he talked to
us for a wh ile and said,
"Great ! You gOt it!"
And he has suPPOrted
us in many ways ever
since,
It's a basic fact of life
[hat your detector has
to be colder than rhe
thing you're trying to see; otherwise, you're mostly going w see the detecto r. T he CM B is 2,73 K,
less than three desrl"es above absolut~ Zl'ro, so our
array of 16 de tectors was kept chilkxl to 0,28 K
by liquid helium-3, The cryogenic system , which
holds 60 liters ofhelium-4 [ 0 cool the helium-3,
and 60 liters of liquid nitrogen to cool the helium4, was developed by Professor Paolo de Bernardis's
ream at the University of Rome, T hey also built
the 1,2-mcter microwave mirror systcm tim!
focuses the CM B onw [he spiderwebs,
Furthermore, measuring a difference of a few
millionths K in the presence of OLLr sun's 5,000 K
is no m(>'.In fear. If tile sun, rhe earth, or even the
bal loon had gotten near lhe field of view, they
would have cast a glint of light OntO the image
and ruined it. The mirror and the entire optical
path had to be very carefully shielded from stray
lig ht, so the telescope was enshrouded in an
elaborate system of enormous barnes built from
al uminized Mylar.
So what with the dewars and the shielding
and th~ computers and the sol:lr pands and all,
the fi nal package wound up weighing 1,400
ki lograms, And we net"ded 10 get rhis massive
thing above as much of the earth's atmosphere as
possible, but rhe heavier somNhing is, the more
it COStS to put it in orbit. So we used a poor man's
satellit(--a balloon that flies about 37 kilome ters

What would an AntaKtk travelogue be without a few
touri st postt.1lrds? At top, an Ad t li e penguin provides a
photo op for (from left) Tom Montroy, a grad student at
UCS8; Crill; and Masi. In th e bottom picture, th e wl1'ck of a
Pegasus supply plane is now the lo(al jungle gym. From
left: de Bernard is; Piate ntini: Andl1' a Bostaleri of IROE
(Istituto di Riterta sulle Onde Elettromagnetithe), Flol1'n t e;
and Fl'OIntu to Pongetti of ING (I stituto Nazionale di
Geofisita), Rome.
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high, At that altitude, 99 pcrcent of the atmosphere is below us, and the balloon inflates to
about the size of the Rose Bowl. A balloon flight
out of Texas typically laStS juSf a few hOllrs, but
abom a dt'Cadc ago, somcone discovered that if
you launch from the CQ.1St of Antarctica at jtlSt the
right rime of year, the winds will carry you around
rhe continent in a big circle. You get a fli ght time
of a week or twO before returning ro where you
took off. Since then, about a dozen balloon flighrs
have been made rhis way.
The summer of 1998 saw us assembling and
res rin,g BOOM ERANG back in PaleStine, Texas .
and by mid-Ocrober BOOMERANG had been
rakt'n apart again and carefully crated for shipment
ro NASA's National Sci(:ntific Balloon Facility at
Md.lurdo Station, Antarct ica. By the first w(:ck
of NoVt'mber, there were 13 team members down
theft.' (including Caln'ch gr..Id student Bn:ndan
Crill, postdoc Barth Nenerfield, and Pete Mason
(I3S '51, MS '52, PhD '62), a retired senior
member of the techn ical stafT at J ilL) reassembling
and reresring the apparatus. I had classes ro teach,
so I gOt ro sray back in my office in Pasadena and
worry. I did manage ro get down rhere on
December II, bur was unable ro Stay long.
Antarctica is a beautiful place. so bt>autiful thtl[
there are very few people who've been there just
once, Everyone wants to go back. As Brendan is
fond of saying, the weather is "sunny and dry, just
like L A., jusr 40 dq;rees Celsius wider." The
NASA folks gave us the use of a hangar, which
they call a high bay. Out at the Williams Field
airstrip. which is about six miles from i\IcMurdo.
The "road" across rhe ice shelf w the field is
marked by a series of flags on smkes and precious
lirrle else. which makes driving interest ing when
the wind kicks up and the blowing snow curs yOUt
visibility way down. Mc:-'I urdo is quite plush;
\'V'illiams Field somewhat less s()-{)ur hiBh bay
had a canvas door and an outhouse. Phil Farese, a
grad student at UC Santa Barbara, cur an insulated
wiler-seat liner from a sheer of Styrofoam , which
hclpt'(l cnormously.
T he sun never sers at that rimc of year, which
made it easier to work (wo shifts, and somerimes
around the clock, ,gening ready for launch. Even
so, it took neuly tWO months, The ream gOt
everything back wgether and operating in a couple of weeks, blLl the tests and calibrations took
a month :l!1d a half. It wasn't all grind, !;rind,
grind, though- rhey worked in a lor of skiing
and mountain biking on dlt'ir ofT hours, as well
as touring dle local ice caves, Scotr's cabin from
his ill-fatcd polar expedition of 1911, and a nearby
plane wreck fro m the I 960s. We had hoped to
launch on Christmas- that would have been the
beSt present ever!-but the launch was sctubbed
by hi!;h winds.
We lifted ofT on December 28, 1998. Pas:ldena
time-McMurdo Station is JUSt across the International Date Line , so k was the 29th over there. At
rhe lOp of the next page is the balloon's actual

BOOMERANG ont·upped

PhinU5 Fon b, l oing
around tht world in only
10 days. The red line is
tht night path: the llrrow

marlts the takeoff and

landing points.

track. which rou~hly rollow~ 79° south l:Ll itudl.'.
You don't always get this lucky. When 0111;' of my
friends at )PL saw chis, he said. "Wow! Whll(
kind of propulsion system did you use ? ~ In fucl,
WI.' didn't even tinker with rhe balloon's ahitude
ro rl)' (Q steer it. \'(Ie JUSt let it go, and S.1t by (he:
compUler watching tht' lnlCk as it evolved. \'(Ie
gO[ worried a few rimes when the b.1l1oon Started
going astray. but it always came back on course,
and after an S,OOO-kilometer journey, it landed
50 kilometers from rhe launch si te. 1\-[0$( importandy, the land ing W<lS 50 kilometers inland
across the ice shelf. not SO kilomc:rers our 10 sea!
The air is SO clt'ar down there that the balloon
actually came oock imo view from Williams
Field, "nd tht' entirt' landing "'as visible from
the launch sire. The landing seqU{'nce is radiocomrol1{'(1(from an airplane----we had assumt-d
wt"d have: to fly some distance to imercepr rhe
balloon), and BOOJ\·IERANG parachuted reason·
ably gently to earth, raking dara nil the way
dow n. The solar pa nels crumpled on impact. but
as rhey say, any land ing you can walk away from
is a good one-the dewar was still under vacuum
with helium to spare, and the hard drives were
fine. The hard drives were for oockup, in cas('
BOOMERANG couldn't transmit the daro while
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Aboft: Sun-Hnsor Qlibnotlon. In flight. BOOMER·

ANG raus away rrom the
sun. The Myl ar wings keep

stray light out, as will an
lnftrted Mylar snout. The

-

complete craft looked like
a

Ih~e·story

tUpol.

Righi: uunch. Mt. E.... bus.
behind the balloon, is an

•

•
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active volcano 40 km off.
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Abon: The BOOMERANG

data (0'0'' '' a pprOll;,n:ltely
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sqU,l~

decrees, or

2,5 perte nt, of the

R ut her" sky. as shown In
~Iuion

10 t he (OBE all.

sky map above h . The
small black circle In th e

lower right tomu of th e
BOOMERANG dat.l Is the
sbe of the full moon.
Below: Although the
variations are very fail'll,

they an! quite large. Hue
the (MB, In a more
sulla bl), Antarctic (o tor
scheme, has bee n Inse rted

to lule behind the launch
prepar.lltlons.
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aloft. There's very JXIOr cell-phone cover'!',!;e in the
Amarcric, especiall y now that the Irid ium g lobal
wireless network has gone bankrupt. (Iridi um was
just coming on line back then, and I called them
and asked, " How many cel l-phone num bers wi ll
we have to buy to g('t all the data down through
you r system ?M The IO-day flig ht would have cost
us S 1.5 million in phone charges. No wonder they
went OUt of business.) So BOOMERANG scm all
in d:lOl. fO:l NASA S1ltdlirc, which relayed it back
{() us. And, as it happened, that worked iust fine.
The collaboration, ind uding Calrech postdoc
Eric H ivon and sen ior engineer Viktor H risrov, has
fully analyzl-d only 5 percem of the data so fu r. but
hcrc's the punch line. The BOOMERANG map
above is different fro m the COBE map above it in
tWO important respects. First of all, every fe-.Hu re
is real. The COBE instrument was operating near
the limit of its sensitivity, so there is a lot of nois('
mi xed in with irs data. BOOMERANG had
much hig her sensi tivity, and produced a ma p with
relatively litde noise in ie. Wle mappl-d the entire
sky once a da y for 10 days, and the sam e structures
apI*d red every day. We observed rhe microwave
oockground at th ree d ifferent wavelengths. and
rhe Sllme StruCtures appear at a ll three wavelengths. (We also used a fourth wavelength to
look for faint em issions from the dust in ou r own
galaxy.) So we can now put our finger on some
point in rhe sky and say, you know, cha r really iJ
a cold spot. Second, the struCtures are typioill y
larger than BOOMERANG's angular resolution,
SO we- can, for the first time, ge-t an accurate
measure of how big the-yare. The BOOMERANG
map shows structu res that are the right size to
have evolved into galactic superd usters, SO fo r
the firs t time there's a visible link berween t he
embryonic universe- and the present universe.
That's very, very exci t inS.
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I fa;I(:(] [Q m~ntion earlier that if thl;" universe
is closl'(l, it becomes more and more closed as it
evolvt$. and if it's open , it becomes more and more
opc'-n--only if ir is exactly flat does it stay nat.
BUt wt know from S('veral lines of evidence rhat
tht, universe is within a fitctor of 10 ofbeins nat,
lind wh)' [his should be so is a big mystl;"ry- it
shou ld have gone off in one d irection or rhe other
long since. The "baryonic" maner that you and I
lind planets and stars are made of gives us an
omega of a few perCf'nr (about 0.0 3-O.0~), and tht
R
so-called "dark mattcr that cosmologists assume
exiSts-because without it all the galaxies we St'('
would have Ions si nce flung themselves apartbrings omtga up to lx-tween 0.1 and 0.3. As I've
saicl before, being off by a factor of lOin cosmology is rhe same as lx-i ng dcad on, so theorists have
therefore prediCtcd [hat the universe must be
exactl y nUt; that is, omega must equal one.
But R couple of years ago, observations of
l'xtremcly distant supernovae indicatt-d somcthing
very unsenling, even to cosmologists-the expanR
sion nf the universe is accelerating . To go back ro
the raisi n-bread analogy for a moment (where
would we be withom our bre-dkfus t metaphors?),
the 100If of bread is risi ng at an ever-increasing
rate. Nobody knows why, The current thinking
is, darn that Einstein, he was rig ht aft!!r all. Therl'
appears ro be a second type of matter-energy
density that can be expressed by Einstein's
cosmolog ical constant. This idt'll is so new that we
haven't even agreed on a name for it. The favorite
50 fiIr 1I1'pe:1fS [0 be "dark ene rgy." which has the
p()[cmial to be misleading in the popular mindthis Sturr is nOt related [0 dark mam'r the way rhat
ord inary matter and enf'rgy are related by E .. mcl •
It's also called "quintessence,R bur by fu r the mOSt
sophisticated name I've heard is "thc 'funn y
encrgy' density." Whatever we call it, if we plot
ir versus various calculated values for the amount
of maner in the universe (above rig ht), thl' supernovae results lie within the yellow region. The
BOOM ERANG resul ts pur us in the blue region.
The overla p between the tWO pins us down SlIU:itCIy in the Iinle g reen zone. T his teUs us that there
is not enough mauer-in all forms, visible: and
dark- co make the: universe flat, but if we add in
thf' dark enf' rgy as well, omega comes to wi th in a
few percent or being exactl y one. This eliminates
a 101 of thc.'Orctical models of the universe dmt
cosmologists have been tossi ng arou nd . It ·s also
the ultimatc Copern ican revolut ion-we've come
from nOt being at the center of the universe ro
becoming a 10 to 20 percent minority constituent
or the dark maner, which has now in turn become
a mere one-th ird of the total matter..f'nergy density
in the universe. And we have even less of a due
about what the other two-th irds are than we do
aboUt ordinary dark matter. T hat's grt-at progress,
isn't it?
Since ou r results appeared in Nalllrt, there
has been a slew of theoret ical papers interpreting
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For t he last 20 years or so, cosmologis ts have assumed for

No Big Bang

a vari ety of reasons t hat omega equals one, putting us
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where th e red X Is On the graph. Unfortunately. th e
mU .s ur<!me nts of a ll th e ma tter in th e universe, Includ ing
t he dark matter, all lie within the red brac ket . But if th eR
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In this pl ot of the CMS 's

harmonics, th e BOOMER·
ANG data lind its error

ba rs a R shown in red . The
blue lin e is predicted by

various cosmolo&;u,1 argu-

menu . The BOOMERANG
dau. a t scales le ss than
half

;a

degree is consistent

with th e wavy line, but
could fit a st raight line
just as easily: futu R obse rvati ons will tell the tale .

them. People have invoked new neutrino physics.
ropological defens, leptonic asymmetry. delayed
recombination-all kinds of things. We thousht
our experiment would pin those squirmy theorists
down . So fur. we've failed badly. It's like the
seven blind men and the elephant.
Now at this poim, you're thinking , "Sheesh!
T hey went all the way ro the Amarctic ro make
this fuzzy picture?! CosmologiSfs must be reall)'
starved for data!" \'(fell, in fact cosmologists (Ire
really starved for dara, but there's more here than
meets the eye. Buried in the blotches is a wealth
of information, which is extracted mathematically
in exacdy the way that rhe graphic equalizer on
your stereo system works. As you watch those
little lights wiggling up and down, rhe g raphic
equalizer is sorting the rones inw bass notes and
treble notes. In fun, it SOrtS them into several
differenr bins, or ftt"<juency ranges, and the lig hts
tell you how much sound energy is gomg into
each bin. Similarly, you can ask what the distribution in the BOOME RANG data is of large angular
scales, corresponding ro bass notes, versus small
angular scales, which aTe treble notes. For those
of you who are Cal tech graduates, we lake a
Fourier transform of this map ro get its power
spectrum. T his is what [ call the music of tht
spheres. because the sky is ri nging with a very
characteristic rone---our one-degree angular scale.
Cosmologists are eager ro find out if (hat tone
is being played on a trumpet or a violin. In other
words, what afe the overtones? T he harmonics?
T he higher frequencies, or in our cast the smaller
angular scales, are what makes a t rumpet sound
different from a violin when both are playing the
same nott. And that's where a[[ rhe excitement is
going ro be in the coming months and years. The
sound waves that resulted from the pre-inflation
fl uctuations amplified them and processed them
ro crl'ate a spectrum that will have peaks at higher
frequencies. and the hope is that if we can understand t hat spectrum well enough, we will be able
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to work backward from it ro reveal tht origi nal
quantum fluc tuations through a mathematical
proctss calle:-<! deconvolution. \VIe hope that Wt
can push BOO ~-!E RANG"s data OUt to a littl e
be~'ond one-third of a degree, which will indicate
mort pre<:iseiy what the overtones look like. And
Rawn Professor of Astronomy Tony Readhead"s
group is in Chile wirh a fantas t ic machine cal1e<1
the C BI , or Cosmic Background Imager (see E&S
1999. No. 3J, which was built here at Caltech and
will exttnd our vision OUt to less than one-tenth of
a dtgree---sufficient to Sloe the steds of clusters of
galaxits as well as superclustets. Tht combination
of these tWO experiments will really rtveal what
the music of rhe spheres sounds like.

BOOA IERANG ;s a rolluboraliOll 0/36 scimtists
(1116 ;,/Stitllt;OIlS in/allr 1/(IIiOlIS. Am/ml ' ullge.
pra/mar rf ph)'sic.! lit ell/Itch is IJx /flidn' ojlhe u.s.
cOIl/il/gelll. This article was adllpted /rom tI IValsali
/ecmre g;/'tI! by Lmge all /\l a)' 3. six da)'s after
BOOMERI\ NG's reJf{/tI made lhe {()/,tr 0/ Nature.
LifT/ge Nmltd his BA alld PhD, both ill ph),sifJ, at
PrillCffoll ill 1980 (1m/ Berke/I:] ill 1987, reJptrtil"t/)"
He (li llie to Ca/lech a.1 a Visiting A J1ot"iale ill 1993.
and J{f/)w/ 01111.1 (I prOje.mff ojph)lsics the /oIku'i llg )'1tIy.
hat'ing lIIarried Fra1lces Art/old, DifkillSOIl Projmor
o/Chrmifa/ Ellgillm-illg alld BiOfbrmistl)" ( All (Irtir/e
011 Art/oM's mearrh appe{lrs ill E&S 112, 1999.)
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You might think you need
calculus to determin e the
arta between the tire

.'

tracks mad e by thi s bike,
ridden by Jason Mdlhaney,
BS 1000. Surprisingl1,

-"

geometry offers another

l' r_____

way of so lving it-without
formulas.
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